Pilot study evaluating the intraoperative localization of radiolabeled monoclonal antibody CC83 in patients with metastatic colorectal carcinoma.
CC83, a second-generation monoclonal antibody (MAb) against tumor-associated glycoprotein TAG-72 has been shown to have a higher affinity constant than the anti-TAG MAbs CC49 and B72.3. Clinical studies have shown the effectiveness of both CC49 and B72.3 radiolabeled MAbs in localizing colorectal carcinoma with a hand-held gamma-detecting probe during operation. This current study was designed to assess the safety and tumor-binding ability of radiolabeled CC83 MAb in this setting. Seventeen patients with recurrent colorectal cancer underwent intravenous injection with CC83 MAb radiolabeled with iodine 125 (2.0 mCi125I/0.2 mg CC83 MAb). Exploratory laparotomy was carried out 21 to 28 days after injection, consisting of a thorough traditional exploration followed by a survey with a hand-held gamma-detecting probe. All traditionally suspicious and probe-positive tissue was either biopsied or resected and subsequently examined for the presence of carcinoma by using routine histochemical staining techniques. Thirty-two sites were identified as suspicious for cancer by traditional surgical exploration and 39 through intraoperative survey with a hand-held gamma-detecting probe in the seventeen patients completing the study. Biopsy or resection yielded 27 tumor sites when tissue was evaluated by using routine hematoxylin-eosin staining. All 27 tumor sites were localized by the radiolabeled CC83 MAb, whereas 12 additional sites were RIGS positive but hematoxylin-eosin negative, resulting in a sensitivity and positive predictive value of 100% and 69%, respectively. Traditional methods of exploration detected 23 of 27 tumor sites (85% sensitivity), and nine false-positive sites were recorded (72% positive predictive value). Occult tumor was found by using CC83 MAb in four (15%) of 27 sites, altering the surgical plan in three patients. This initial study indicates that CC83 MAb, when used with RIGS, is safe and sensitive in detecting recurrent intraabdominal colorectal cancer.